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Abstract

User Interface (UI) automation as a test strategy closest to End-User experience is playing an extremely
important role to guarantee software quality. This is so challenging because all kinds of UI widgets in
different UI systems such as swing, flex have so different object models and technical implementations. The
UI automation tool tightly binds with these UI system implementations, thus once new UI systems or
customized third-party UI widgets are introduced, the UI automation tool will not be able to support it
better. The root cause is that UI automation tool relies on the complicated object model of the UI system
rather than simulating people’s actions according to some visible patterns such as characteristic text and
image on the display device. This paper tries to bring out a new approach to build a generic and system-
independent mechanism of identifying UI widgets using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) which can
be used to enhance the usability and stability of tools in UI automation domain.

Problem statement

As the simplification of UI automation execution engine model, the engine always executes the
following two steps circularly,

1. Find the characterized UI widget in the specific UI system context

2. Simulate mouse and keyboard actions which are called semantic actions on the UI widget
found in step 1

In most cases, many UI automation products such as HP QuickTest Professional (QTP) can
execute above 2 steps right. For example, an UI widget is recognized as “tree view”and the
semantic actions such as Select Tree Node, Expand Node, and Collapse Node can be executed.

However, there will be problems when customized third-party UI widgets are introduced and lots
of them just look like common UI widgets, for example, a tree, but the internal implementation of
which is totally different with standard widget
and no object model is exposed. So most of UI
automation products can just recognize those
third-party UI widgets as the most universal UI
widget, named as “window”, and only the most
common actions such as “window.Click (x, y)”
based on coordinates can be executed. As a
consequence, the execution will be extremely
unstable when frame size or layout of the UI
widget changed.

Figure -1 screenshot of widget

For example, Figure-1 is a screenshot of an UI widget used by HP product “Connect It”. The UI
widgets of product are developed in HP internal and there is a lot of difference from standard
widgets, so hardly be recognized by QTP or other UI automation products. Considering a simple
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two-steps scenario as follows,

1. Select the node “Hewlett-Packard”

2. Expand the node “Hewlett-Packard”

Because this widget can only be recognized as a “window”rather than a “tree”, the semantic
action of tree widget doesn’t work and these two steps are executed with scripts as follows,

1. window.Click (157,27)

2. window.Click (18,25)

Obviously, this mechanism based on fixed coordinates is extremely unstable and any minor
changes to the UI widget will lead to failure of execution.

Our solution

In the above scenario, if the two steps are executed manually, they can be definitely executed
right because person will always adjust their actions according to the recognition result of the
actual visible characteristic text and image on the screen rather than clicking on fixed coordinates.
In other words, it is a procedure of pattern recognition and dynamically adjusting actions.

To simulate the above procedure by computer, the actions we expected should be as follows,

1. window.SelectText(“Hewlett-Packard”)

2. window.Click( )

These two classic operations can be classified as two kinds of pattern recognition.

1. Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

OCR is a field of research in pattern recognition, artificial intelligence and computer
vision. Traditionally it is used to translate scanned images of handwritten, typewritten or
printed text into machine-encoded text. For this purpose, it only cares the content rather
than coordinates of characters. But for UI automation, we care not only content but also
the coordinates of all the characters. The box model [1] behind OCR is the technical basis
of character coordinates recognition. As Figure-2 shows, OCR engine can build complete
box model for all the characters in an image. UI automation can use these coordinate data
to dynamically locate characteristic text on widget. This procedure is dynamically so it
isn’t sensitive to changes of widget’s size or layout.

Figure -2 OCR box model

2. Template Image Recognition

For this pattern, essentially it is another challenging problem that how to quickly and
accurately find template image in a large image [2] [3]. Firstly, pixel by pixel comparing
strategy is not accurate because modern UI systems add a lot of special display effects
such as transparency, light flowing. If so, every pixel’s value is always changing rather
than a fixed value. In practice, an evaluating indicator called Normalized cross-
correlation [4] introduced from field of Signal Processing that considers an image as two
dimensional discrete signals and evaluates template image matching degree from signal
energy perspective[5].
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Evidence the solution works

The authors developed a prototype by using an OCR open source solution “Tesseract” that
developed at HP Labs between 1985 ~ 1995 and now at Google [6]. The OCR recognition result of
Figure-2 is shown as Table-1. OCR calculates coordinates of every character so that we can
dynamically adjust the coordinates to be clicked right. A simple algorithm is selecting the center
character of given text. In this case, we can get the coordinate of character ‘P’as clicking
position. Either widget’s size or layout changing doesn’t affect the action as long as characteristic
text “Hewlett-Packard”can be found on widget.

Table-1 OCR recognition results

left bottom right up left bottom right up

H 8 22 36 60 P 164 22 192 61

e 40 21 64 49 a 192 21 216 49

w 64 22 96 48 c 216 21 239 49

l 96 22 104 60 k 240 22 263 60

e 104 21 128 49 a 264 21 288 49

t 128 22 139 56 r 288 22 299 49

t 140 22 151 56 d 300 21 324 60

- 153 33 163 41

Note that the coordinate system used in the box file has (0, 0) at the bottom-left of image.

Competitive approaches

As a traditional and mature technology OCR is widely used to convert books and documents into
electronic files, to computerize a record-keeping system in an office. But in the UI automation
domain, as far as we know, it has been not in using anywhere. The significance of this solution is
that it provides a generic and system-independent mechanism of identifying UI widgets.

Current status

Proof of Concept (POC) based on OCR has been finished. Extensible development based on
“Teseract” solution is in progress. Integration with product, QTP at HP, is in progress of
development. Image recognition solution is being developed based on OpenCV[7] library.

Next steps

Because the accuracy rate of OCR can’t get 100%, a better fault-tolerant algorithm is required to
help improve the recognition result of characteristic text on widget. And also OCR is associated
with language and font, therefore continues machine learning procedure to different languages
and fonts is must in order to support UI automation.
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